1. Simultaneous and near-simultaneous retransmission of the broadcast signal to the public over any medium

2. Transmission of the broadcast signal to the public from a fixation and over any medium (not limited in time) including [the making available right] in such a way that members of the public may access it from a place and at a time individually chosen by them

3. Fixation of a broadcast signal, reproduction of fixations of broadcasts, distribution of fixations (copies) of broadcasts, performance of broadcast signal in places accessible to the public [against payment of an entrance fee]

**Horizontal issues:**

1. Legal means
   (a) Specific rights as copyright and related rights
   (b) Right of prohibition or corresponding measures
   (c) Other right

2. Application of rights/protections to pre-broadcast signals

3. - National treatment when the protection is equivalent
   - Reciprocity when there is a difference in the protection